
‘Twickenham Garden’
• classical allusions: Arachne (spider), Niobe (weeping stone) 

• medieval cosmology: chain of being; man > animal > plant > stone 

• conceit: poisonous feeling of jealousy (‘spider love’) which he brings with 
him when he comes to seek consolation in the garden ~ bringing serpent 
into the paradise; therefore, upsetting the order and leading to the 
subsequent fall of the speaker, descending into lower orders (plant, rock) 
in the chain of being 

• dramatic situation (lover running away to be alone into the garden after 
being rejected by the mistress of the house); direct speaking voice 

• Platonic love gone wrong; negative, destructive sides of Platonic love 

• hurt, but still loves and honors her and remains faithful to her



Holy Sonnets 5

• abba abba cdc cee (l. 1&4 and 5&8 being half 
rhymes) 

• Situation: The speaker has degenerated into sins. 
Fearing the dissolution of his soul, the speaker 
longs to be saved by God. 

• Images of Apocalypse: flood and fire



• l. 1-4 microcosm (alchemy: two parts make perfect 
whole, but if one part is degenerated, the other part 
will be destroyed too) 

• l. 5 & 6 macrocosm 

• l. 8 flood 

• l. 9 deluge, rain 

• l. 10 fire (volta)



• three kinds of flame: 

• lust 

• envy 

• zeal      ——     save 

• l. 14 ‘eating heal’ - paradox (killing the body but 
saves the soul)

destroy



Holy Sonnets 14

• abba abba cdc cee (l. 10 & 12 being half rhyme) 

• Situation: The speaker’s soul is deficient, lacking 
grace, or has fallen. Therefore, he asks God to 
reclaim him by force or violence since all other 
means have failed.



• Siege and bridal imagery 

• Speaker ~ usurped territory (simile) 

• Reason or soul ~ viceroy, delegate, governor (metaphor) 

• Satan ~ usurper 

• Speaker ~ betrothed bride 

• Satan ~ groom 

• ‘that knot’ (l. 11) - nuptial knot, marriage bond 

• l. 13 & 14 paradoxes


